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the liquid jade primo comes with windows 10 mobile build 17134.619 and with the latest september
security update, so the phone shouldnt miss out on any major updates. it comes with windows hello,
so users can unlock the phone with their face, and it also has support for fingerprint scanning for
secure authentication. in addition, acer has optimized the phone for the windows continuum
experience, meaning it should work just fine when connected to a 4k display. it's a solid windows
phone with a few caveats. the igo primo gets a decent battery, with a 4,000mah cell that lasts about
a full day for me on average. the phone also comes with wireless charging, which lets you simply
place it on a charging stand and plug its charging cable in to get 2 hours of extra battery life, when
paired with the included wireless charging dock (which charges the phone on its own). it gets a large
3,230mah battery, which should easily last a day or more for most people. the device is equipped
with a 20-megapixel rear camera, which is capable of 1080p video recording at 30fps. while most
phones offer a lower megapixel count, the 20-megapixel camera on the liquid jade primo is still quite
capable for taking photos with both good quality and detail. the lumia 950 has a significantly higher
resolution, but the primo has a faster f/2.0 aperture, which results in a more-sharper image with less-
blurrier background details. the camera is also equipped with optical image stabilization (ois) which
reduces blurring when taking photos with a shaky hand. the camera also has a dual-led flash for
better lighting.
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the lumia 950 and 950 xl are also equipped with similar hardware to the igo primo, but the key
difference is the screen. the 950 and 950 xl have a 5.7-inch 1440x2560 amoled display, and the

primo has a smaller 5.5-inch 720p screen. the smaller screen means that the browser doesnt look as
good, as some of the content appears squished up in the smaller screen. the difference is also

apparent when you use the phone to browse the web. the liquid jade primo is an excellent windows
10 device with the same processor, memory and screen size as the microsoft lumia 950 and the

same excellent battery life. its the camera that lets it down, however, and that is the only thing that
lets it down. it doesnt match the pixel or the iphone in the optics department, which is why i went
with that lumia 950 xl for this review. and if youre really a windows phone fan, the acer liquid jade

primo just wont cut it. youll want to look elsewhere. but if youre looking for a high-end windows
device that also happens to be a great looking one, you really cant go wrong with the acer liquid jade

primo. it just doesnt match the microsoft lumia 950 and lumia 950 xl. coming in at 5.2-inches, the
liquid jade primo is quite similar in size to the nokia lumia 950 and microsoft lumia 950 xl, with the
same 21mp camera, albeit with a slightly smaller sensor. as such, the primo does better in low light

than the lumia, and has a few other small niceties as a result. for instance, its got a dedicated
camera button on the right side of the device, and the volume rockers are on the right side too. this,
combined with a thick bezel around the display, means the primo feels a lot more solid in the hand

than the microsoft lumia 950 xl, with a reassuring heft and the slightest touch of metallic feeling. the
lumia is a nice piece of engineering, but it felt a little too flimsy to the touch, and the primo is much

more enjoyable to hold. 5ec8ef588b
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